
side by side 
alamein rentals.



A concept developed specifically for the needs of event

planners, caterers and mobile food concepts. The "Side

by Side" rentals service helps you take your business to

the next level, and move around easily between

destinations, at a minimal cost. Be it a celebration, a

one-day event or even a summer destination that you're

testing out, Alamein will be by your side.

side by side.



packages.

Stand out by having high quality, elegant furniture

Save the cost of storage

Remove the hassle of maintenance

Explore different locations for your events or

business

The "Side by Side" packages consist of outdoor furniture

pieces that can be rented out for short durations, events,

markets, trucks and MORE!

Why side by side?



mastaba set.

Mastaba table - seats 4 people

Mastaba chairs

Description: 

Dimensions: LWH 80x80x75cm

Color: Natural

Tables and chairs can be rented out separately.



high mastaba set.

High mastaba table - seats 4 people

High mastaba chairs 

Description: 

Dimensions: LWH 65x65x100cm

Color: Natural

Tables and chairs can be rented out separately.



double high mastaba.

High mastaba table - seats 6 people

Description: 

Dimensions: LWH 130x65x100cm

Color: Natural



picnic tables.

Description: Picnic table - Seats 6

Dimensions: LWH 180x155x40cm

Color: Light



benches.

Description: Backless bench 

Dimensions: LWH 180x52.5x45cm 

Color: Natural



umbrellas.

Description: Umbrella + umbrella base

Dimensions: 3 meters



bins.

Description: Single bin 

Dimensions: H 95 cm

Color: Natural



babyfoot.

Description: Babyfoot table

Dimensions: LWH 250x135X85cm



how it works.

Minimum Order: 20 people
Maximum Capacity: 250 people
Prices are calculated based on order volume 
Transportation fees are calculated based on
locations and quantities
Product shots can be found in the form

Furnishing made easy with Alamein.

We offer daily, monthly and quarterly quotations based

on the number of pieces ordered. All you need to do is

get in touch with us and mention the required items,

quantities and duration and we'll take it from there!

Click Here to request quotation.

Our team will get back to you with a quotation and all

the needed details to help you fulfill your needs.

https://forms.gle/J2vRqRQa2aoCKUwG6


about alamein.

Believing in the power of community and
connection, Alamein brings people together with
versatile outdoor furniture.

Our love for  the outdoors has allowed us to venture into

diversified fields from playgrounds to outdoor furniture

and street furniture. 

We nourish our understanding of the market needs and
continue to enter new markets, which led us to introduce
our latest service "Side by Side" rentals. 



@alameinegypt

15 Ahmed Heshmat st, Zamalek, Cairo 
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